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ABSTRACT. In the present paper it is shown that tl|c inclusion of the influence of 
radiation damping on the scattering of ir'*' meson by proton explains satisfactorily the 
variation of the total scattering cross section with energy 0f the incident n* rnesou ns 
experinicntallv ebservedby Anderson and by Sachs and Steinberger; for a proper fit to the 
experimental curve the value of the coupling constant is 0.56, The nnell-known Ileitlcr’s 
integral equation for the above problem is, h nvevcr, solved by the semi-variational method 
of Ma and ITsueh, because it is net possible to find an exact solution in this case The 
corresponding integral equation for the scattering of ir* meson by proton has been exactly 
solved by Ma ; a comparison of Ma’s result with ours .shows that experimentally obierved 
ratio of the cross section of scattering by proton of meson to that of tt' nioson is 
explained by the weak C(,uphng perturbation method which includes radiativUi reactions.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
It has been mentioned by Bhabha (1Q40) and Heitler (1941) that the 
theory of radiation damping plays a vital role in the meson theory. In fact, 
the wellknovvn dnciepancy between the theoretical and the experimental 
results for the cross section of scattering of mesons by nucleons can be 
removed if we consider the effect of radiation damping. Attemiits have 
been made by several authors (Heitler, Wilson, Peng and Oora) to lake into 
account this field reaction. They have replaced the transition matrix 
clement Hji (in the Born approximation} by where Vf, is the solution of 
the following integral equation :
62
I/y, = //,,- Hfi’ f>r ( ’I’.d i l f
Exact solutions of this integral equation have been obtained by Heitler 
(1941) in the uon-relativistic approximation vSiiice the influence of radiation 
damping is important only at high energies, it is necessary to have an exact 
relativistic treatment of the problem. The solution of the integral equation in 
such cases is mathematically very complicated. Exact solutions of this 
integral equation can only be had in some particular case.s when the kernel 
of this non-homogeiious equation is degenerate. The formal method of 
solution of the integral equition with degenerate kernel is to transform
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the equation to  a system  of algebraic eq u ation s by a vSuitable tran sfo rm atio n . 
By this method, Ma (1943) and Hsueh and Ma (1944) have solved  the integral 
equation for the scattering of a positive tneson by neutron and that of a 
negative meson by proton.
Here we shall consider the scattering of a positive meson by a proton 
and that of a negative meson by neutron. In this case the kernel Hff' of the 
integral equation is non-degenerate. So the method of solving the integral 
equation by transforming it into a system of algebraic equations is not 
applicable here. Other methods, such as Fourier and Mellin transformations, 
arc not api>licable owing to the serious complicacy of the kernel.
T h e  ge n e ra l series solution  (F^redholm’s series or lyO U ville-N ew m an ’s 
m ethod of iteratio n ) does n ot a lw a y s  y ie ld  te n ab le  resu lts. T h e  d ifficu lty  
lies in the fa ct th at the resu ltin g  iterated  series can n o t in a ll cases be sum m ed 
and even  in m ost re la tiv is tic  cases, th e ca lcu la tio n s of h ig h er order term s of 
th e series a ie  e x c e e d in g ly  in v o lve d  d u e to  spur ca lcu la tio n s. It  is seen th a t 
th is  p a rticu la r  m oth od  is on ly  a p p licab le  in the case of n o n -re la tiv istic  
treatm en t o f sca tter in g  of lig h t b y  electro n  (T h o m so n ’s fo rm u la). In  th is  
case the resu lt agrees w ith  the e x a c t solution  ob tained b y  H e itle r . In  the 
re la tiv is tic  scatterin g  o f the pseudoscalar ch arged  p o sitive  m eson by p roto n , 
th is  m ethod is a b so lu te ly  u n ten ab le.
In view of this difficulty, it is desirable to find approximate solutions 
of the problem. O f the approximate solutions proposed by Wilson and 
Hsueh and Ma, the semi-variational proceduie of the latter is moie reliable. 
By this approximate solution Basu (1949, 1951) in the scattering of neutron 
by proton at high energies has obtained a result which is in good agieement 
with the available experimental results. So we apply here this semi- 
varialioiial procedure in the scattering of positive meson by proton and that 
of negative meson by neutron.
Recently, using pseudoscalar meson field, Corinaldesi and Field (1949, 
(1950) attempted to take into consideration this field reaction in the non- 
relativistic scattering of positive meson by proton. But they have not solved 
the integral equation rigourously. Only for qualitative analysis they have 
replaced the tran sition  matrix element IJfi in the damping term by an average 
over all angles. But this is not mathematically justifiable.
In this paper we shall assume the p.seudc>scalar mc^on field and oiir 
calculation has been pertormed in the case of pseudoscalar gg coupling only. 
Ill the last section a comparison of the theoretical results with the 
experimental one obtained by Anderson and Steinberger (1951,1951) ha*^  
been made by means of a graph. The graph shows the energy dependence 
of the damped cross section. A  higher value of go has been suggested in 
order that the theoretically obtained damped crosss ection to be in good 
agreement with the experimental one. Another feature of the curves drawn 
may be mentioned. It has been shown that the damped cross section of
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the positive meson by proton is larger lhan that of the negative meson by 
proton. This is also an experimental fact.
For simplification, we have used throughout i.
M E T II O 1> A N D  vS () I, U T I O N
The matrix element ///,• which determines the transition from an initial 
state I to a final state /, in the theory of radiation damping is the solution 
of the following integral equation :
j  I h - I ' r . l ’rdnr
Here p/' denotes the density of the energy level corresponding to the state /'. 
HfiisXhe scattering anifditude in the ordinary perturbation theory. The 
integration and vSummation are to be carried out over all directions and 
polarisations of the state f .
As mentioned above, in this particular case of the scattering of a 
positive meson by a iirotoii, the kernel Hjj' of the equation (i) is non­
degenerate. So exact solutions cannot be had. Wc therefore look for 
an approximate solution of (i) by the semi-variational method proposed by 
Hscuh and Ma (1945).
An equivalent form of equation (i) is the following :
J 8 f '*  + Hfi-J'i.ri'dilr] f} ( dQ f ( 2 )
where W*,j is the arbitrar}  ^ variation of the complex conjugate of //f,'. 
Equation ( i) holds for all cases if (2) is satisfied for any arbitrary variation 
of
Let us assume a trial solution xH/, of TL, 
i.e. Vfi = xHf, ... (3)
where .a; is a parameter not depending on the final or initial state, / o r /. 
Then equation 2^) must hold good for the solution \Hfi of IJfi.
Substituting (3) in fa) and varying .v we get
-  I )  H iVS f  Hfr H p n  d ilf  11
On solving for .v wc have
r — ()
A*~
a + ib
whei e
i r
( i )
(5)
(6a)
and
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' / /'
where again each of these processes, Hi,, Hfr, etc takes place in two successive 
stages through some intermediate states which we denote by n' and n". 
Hence from (6) we write
and
b —r- V V V V f  f  HotHn (Hii/ } { ,t' f'H  f' n" Hn",  j r \ f ... (7?))
Now for the psendoscalai charged nie^on field, the total H am iltonian  
density is
/ / ,  =  n'*7T-f {gtad \p*. grad \p) +  . . .  fS)
and foi the nucleon field,
! v,.je;ad + /3.M j 1' ... (m)
where a and /3 are the Dirac-matrices and the mass of the nucleon is M, </> 
is an eight-component column matrix :
<l>z
0/ \ / </'i\
I where <pp -  I : 1
0v/ \ 0 /
06
and0v~l i
0N
(10)
The Hamiltonian density for the interaction field i^n case of pseudoscalar 
g^-coupling only) is given by
where
7 > = 7 .Vu737.t I
Tp\- = ( ; ; ; ) and rvp =  ( ; ’« )  !
... (11)
(12)
Here we will discuss the process involving positive meson by proton. 
The second order process is schematically given byY"(p) + P(-p) + [N{-p-p')] \
•“ >  P { - P ' )  +  F ( ~ P ) > ... (13)
—> P (-p ')+ y -(p ')  + [ N ( - p - p ') ] '
where the frame of reference has been so chosen that the momenta of two 
particles are equal and opposite.
In the above scheme Y*(p) represents a positive meson panicle with 
momentum P', P ( - p )  represents a proton with momentum-p and N {—p — p')
in the square bracket stands for neutron with momentum (-p-p')  in the 
negative energy state.
The second-order matrix element for the above process (13) is given by 
the theory of perturbation (Corinaldesi and Field).
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( P , )
where a (/>) satisfies the Dirac equation for the nucleon
[ ( 7..P) ^ l h \ l ] a [ n  -
and
‘ V  ( F , 1=^ -7? J
... (14)
where F is the periodicity voliiine, P = Pi - P/ , ; i = \/(/’ i ' + /Fh / -  v'T’ r" <•
fr), F : , = - 7i=  + and P stands for
the nucleon niomeiiliim and p for the meson moiiientum.
In order to sinii)lity calculations we take the refeieiice system in wdiich 
the centre of gravity of the proton and meson is at rest. vSo
P (=  - P t ; P r = - P /
VVe shall also use the conservation of energy between the initial and the 
final states. Hence it follow’s that
| P . I = | p . | - | P r l - I P / l = / >
and
tv I t f L j /*# I /’. r ~ 7l/
and the angle hctw'cen the initial and the final directions of meson 
is  ^ iu\
( P i .  P r ) ^ p ' ^  COS 0
With these above simi)lifications, the matrix element [01 the proeess 
under investigation reduces lo
, 2;ta’" . f  I-v (p ,+ p ^ )+ M / i1
> t (K-r) ■ -/<:“ J
Tiie evaluation of the expressions « and h given in ((>«, (W») \^ith (i6) as 
the matrix element is laborious but straightforward. We shall use the usual 
method of summing over the spin states. Thus
a=z Pr +-B cos «',/)/L -V -?/)“ cos
2 ft J
, . 4 f-:* u—E Y  , , liewhere + zx +
1^7)
* /<;- K M / v - e ) !  
- 2.V —2 — 4 H ‘ IlY fY li J
B  =  fi*\ a;*(3.i;’  + i ) +  rv*.
E.€
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X  =  ( ~ -  2p'^
and X stands for the ratio pin, p is the meson momentum and n the
meson mass
and
I I 2?Tj(>‘  \ f  f  ( F |  Fo + J
b -| y   ^ j  f'il'V-j j  c o s  (9„,(.V
,  h\ + h \ \ d n f d i l /
— 2f>‘‘ COS O ii'){X  — 2p^ COS ,
(i8)
wlicre
=  + (« -  ) + 2/'“/)■ ■ '}
+ (oe-  /•)!/•;“(. - E)<F/ + M'l + 2l\P}-?\
-I- ( e  - E ) \ 2 M 'F J 2 K < - :  - p ' ^ ' ^ 2 M f ' ‘ F ' ’ +  ^ p * K \
4 KV/)* + M^ P7 (2Fa' -  p'') + h^'-p^  + 2M'P^7 
-t /)'•’ (/<>-/>“)“ + 4 +
7-.,= [ (Ke- 7t + ( « - - M' ) + («-/<){2/'" +
I U r ' F  +  h F - '  +  i F p ^  -  M “ / ' : » |  +  M ‘ F : { K + i - : )
-+ -  /)“) -  A7'( 2/<:e -  P^ \ + 2P^ Fa: + oM'/vt
■ + — ’ M' ‘ 7  +  2p*] cos 0, j
/■ ', = + (<•- -
+ -I t) + + p^ ) + 2p^F7 + 2p‘ Eo.  ^ 2p ]^ cos 0,r
F\=p-[hM^F:e + 3E-(.; - EV + 4E*^“ + 2p^En -t /)-(.; -  EF + 2p'\
+ {«- E){E“« + + ;•;(« - EF  + 2F7
+ fp  ^+ bEp^ 1 cos 6ff 
and A  is the same as in cqn (17),
S,f, 6,]- and %■  are the angles through which the meson has been scattered.
If we denote by dQ» the differential scattering cross section in which 
the radiation damping has been neglected and by dQ, the cross section 
including radiation damping, then from (5)
dQ = d (2 „/ (i + J[)
where b and a arc Kivcn by (6a) and (6b;
dQ.= \H.,fdn
... (19)
Now
Hence from (i6)
dO = i-* i   ^ \
2l7 l C X - 2p^cos~fF)
dil f,20'
where A, B and X  arc given by (17).
Integrating over the entire laiige of angles, we have from 1^7) and (18), 
for the expressions of a and b, the following results.
a ^ i t  p f g  j g * g * ... (20)
where F . <x) =  U[ik^ + .v'l {(i + .v=) + ( +  .v  ^-  2(1 + x-y'Hk'^ +
+ /<"{(i + -v=‘) + (fe* + x=*) -  2(1 + x ’‘ ) ' i W  + a ’ + 2^  '
+  A;"* +  2A ^(fc^  +  A *) ■■ A
+ 2*1 .V-{3 » = + (fr'' + A--'/-(I + A-=)'/' t- 11 ] KI / ( -  1)
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-^l0g^)[A-»|.VvN  (/c- + A’ )''-(l+A-“)'/-t ll
where -r stands for />//^ ; h -  M i and  ^~ — —^ ~ i
2p- , 2/’“
and /,= . F6(v )
where F(,(.v; = ^ los'^^ \^k'[lr+ i- + 1 a'')
}>i +a ") + U'’ + 1“) —’ (i -I + x'yl-\
■ U x\ k -+ X ) + 2X^k'^  ^ xylH l  +A = )''-’ -l vi(l 1 a'M 
+ (ife“ + A-” i -  2(1 + a “)'^ -’(A’ “ + A“)'/-j + 2 x ' + {(r + v')'^-’
-{k^+.x-\'i-\\h + xy'i-{k ‘^  I x ‘yi-^+k'yi + \-y'■+(!;" I A=)
[(i'= +A^'l 1 (I + v^ - 2 (r •) A-’ )'/'-’ ( i - +  v = )'/-'I + 2(^-*+
where again, k, X  and  ^ represent llie same values as in a. 
p'rom the values of h and a as calculated above, we have
b^_ i  y  f  F J a I V
i6(2;r)'’ - {E + y  {Faix)  )
123)
It follows from (iq; that the total cross section
L>.
I + f)*, aQ=  _ , . .
where Qo can be evaluated  from (20) and b^la‘ has been given  by (23). 
In teg ra tin g  over the en tire range of angles, we have from (20)
4 /*''(A-’ s a")Q" ,-2
Where n is the meson mass and p, a and F « ( a-) are the same as given 
by (21) and (23)-
C O M P A R I S O N  W I T II E  X P  K R I M K N T
The energy dependence of the total cross section including radiation 
damping has been shown by means of the graph (Figure i). We have taken
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the mass of meson to be 276.m,,  (we=mass of electron) hence the ratio Af//* 
takes the value 6.67. In figure i, the variation of cross sections with energy
^Icson energy in Mev *-> 
F i g . I
has been studied in comparison with the experimental results. The general 
agreement of the theoretical results is fairly good. The effect of radiation 
damping is predominant at i8o Mev meson energy (kinetic energy). The curve 
rapidly rises from 2.7 to 15.5 at energies between 60 Mev to 135 Mev energy. 
The curve falls down from and after 180 Mev showing the non-divergency 
of the result. The cross points stand for the experimentally observed 
values, l^xcepl at 135 ISIev, the curve is seen to be in good agreement 
with the cx|)eriment.
In order to fit the theoretical values in agieement with the experimental 
ones, a slightly higher value of g'  has been suggested. The value taken is 
U.56. This value of g* is reasonable since it will not disturb the convergency 
of the higher order cross section terms according to the pertuibation theory.
Curve I (in figure 1) represents the total cross section of positive meson 
scattering by proton. Corresponding experimental values have been shown 
by cross points.
Curve 11 (in figure 2I represents the total cross section for the scattering
of negative meson by proton. The cross section has been evaluated from 
the following result of Heueh and Ma (1044).
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Fio. 2
The total cross section for this case according to the pseudoscalar 
theory u^ing speudo.scalar coupling (gj coupling) only.
8;r /v,=' + AV  + (K ,“ -/v V l“
 ^ 3/>“ 1 + 2(/Ca*+ k.j‘ ) + k 7 ~ 1 < /
where y  _ piA{E + e)+BM 
2(ii + e){f/':+ «')■ •'-M *n
with
p.iAM + B{E + e) 
2(i:+V)r(K + e)=-M"}
K.,=
A = 
B =
C = -  Z’ (e" + p~ + 2/i'e) j
This cross section varies from 2.7 to 6 at energy 80 to 200 Mev with a 
highest peak of value 7 at iSo Mev energy. The values have been calculated 
taking g to be 0.56. This gives us an excellent agreement with the 
experimental result.
In figure 2. the ratio of positive meson scattering to negative meson 
scattering including radiation damping has been drawn. The values very 
from 0.5 to 2.3 at energy o Mev to 200 Mev. The experimental point 1.8 
at 72 Mev is slightly at variance with the theoretical result 1.8 at 80 Mev 
7 -1802P— 12
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energy. The experimental point shown by cross point is from the result 
of Steinberger (1951).
C 0 N C U J vS 1 0 N
The present paper brings out tw'o points: the influence of radiation 
reactions begins to assert itself from 200 Mev. The scattering by proton of
meson is greater than that of ir" meson, the difference in the two cases 
consists in two types of intermediate states, in the former the scattered meson 
is emitted before the incident meson is absorbed, so there are two mesons 
in the virtual state, whereas, in the latter case the incident meson is absorbed 
before the scattered meson is emitted. Because of this difference the matrix 
element for the former case has larger value than that for the latter. This 
result is in contradistinction to an observation made by Brueckner (195a) 
about the weak coupling theory,
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